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Abstract
The domination properties of the Laplace operator on a class of symmetric spaces of noncom-
pact type are investigated. Using algebraic methods we will show that derivatives of a function
can be uniformly estimated by function and its Laplacian in L
p
spaces for all 1  p  1. We
will also discuss some relative aspects of the theory of convolutions.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we will investigate the question of the domination of the rst order derivatives
by the Laplace operator for a class of symmetric spaces. We are interested in the estimates
of the derivative of a function by the function and its Laplacian in L
p
spaces for 1  p 1.
Similar estimates are known for p = 1 for manifolds with bounded curvature ([1]). On
the other hand estimates for 1 < p <1 are well known for Euclidean spaces ([7]) and are
closely related to the question of the continuity of pseudo-dierential operators of order
zero, which hold only locally on general manifolds. We will give a unifying algebraic proof
for global estimates in L
p
-space for all 1  p  1 in a class of symmetric spaces of the
noncompact type.
Let M be a Riemannian manifold, which we assume to be a Riemannian symmetric
space of the noncompact type. This means, that it can be viewed as a quotientM = G=H,
where G is a connected semisimple Lie group with trivial center and H is its maximal
compact subgroup. The Riemannian structure on M will be supposed to be invariant
under the left action of G. We also assume G to be a complex Lie group. One of the
important examples of such spaces is three dimensional hyperbolic geometry.
Let p be the origin of the manifold M and H an isotropy subgroup (stabilizer) of p in
G. The Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the Riemannian structure of M will be
denoted by .
Let X 2 ,
1
(TM) be a smooth vector eld on M . X is called bounded if there exist
a constant C such that jjX
x
jj  C for every point x 2 M , where jj  jj =< ;  >
1=2
is the Riemannian norm on T
x
M , corresponding to the Riemannian structure. All the
1
distributions we consider are complex, which means that their test functions are complex
valued.
We will prove the following domination property of the Laplacian.
Theorem 1 Let X be a smooth bounded vector eld on M and let 1  p 1. Then there
exist constants A;B such that for every u 2 L
p
(M) satisfying u 2 L
p
(M), the derivative










Moreover, A and B can be chosen uniformly over the set of vector elds X bounded by 1:
jjXjj  1. If p =1, then Xu is a bounded continuous function.
In the next section we discuss invariant Riemannian structures on G. In particular we
will construct one for which the canonical projection  : G ! M becomes a Riemannian
submersion. In Section 3 we discuss the actions of  and several denitions of the convo-
lution on a symmetric space. One usually starts with convolution on a Lie group and can
dene the convolution of two distributions directly either by using their tensor product
([5]) or by "integrating" one with respect to another ([2]). We intend to use more "practi-
cal" denition, gradually dening the convolution of two test functions, a test function and
a distribution, two distributions. Then we make use of the so called "at" and "sharp"
mappings to dene the convolution on a symmetric space. Finally, we review Young type
inequalities and establish several auxiliary results. The details concerning convolutions on
general locally compact groups can be found in ([4]) and its relation to the convolutions
on symmetric spaces in ([2]).
In Section 4 we construct H-invariant fundamental solution for the Laplace operator
(Lemma 6) and give H-invariant representation of delta function (Lemma 8). Section 5
consists of a proof of Theorem 1. First we establish the convolutive representation of the
identity mapping on a subspace of the space of distributions both on G and M and then
reduce the whole problem to the integrability properties of the fundamental solution of the
Laplace operator. The last is shown using Helgason formula ([3]) and its relation to the
Neumann functions. For that we will also establish some useful facts concerning analiticity
of the Bessel functions (Lemma 10).
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2 Riemannian structures on G
In this section we will x our geometrical notation and make some preliminary construc-
tions. We will need a special Riemannian structure on G, namely an invariant Riemannian
2
structure, which is H{right invariant and such that the canonical projection  : G!M is
a Riemannian submersion, which means that it is a submersion, for which horizontal lift
of vector elds preserves Riemannian norms.
From now on the left (right) group action on G considered as a homogeneous space will






h = gh; r
g






of G for g 2 G. Its dierential at the identity e of G is usually denoted by Ad(g)
and is an automorphism of T
e
G, the tangent space to G at e, which is isomorphic to
the Lie algebra g of G. The mapping Ad : G ! GL(T
e
G) is usually called the adjoint
representation of G and is a homomorphism of groups.
The induced action of G on M will be also denoted by l
g







). One readily checks that this denition is independent of the choice
of g
0





(p), p being the origin of M , and we will denote it also by gp, namely
(g) = gp.
Due to the compactness of H the set Ad(H) is compact in GL(T
e
G). Let  be left Haar
measure on Ad(H) which is automatically bi-invariant (modular function is 1 identically).
Let h; i
0
be arbitrary inner product on T
e






















, one denes an invariant Riemannian structure on
G. This Riemannian structure is H{right invariant as well because of formula (2).
This shows the existence of G{left and H{right invariant structure on G. The tan-
gent space T
p









H is an equivalence class of X 2 T
e
G.




















































where < ;  >
M
p
is restriction to T
p
M of the given invariant Riemannian structure on M
and X = d(

X); Y = d(




















, because we started with an arbitrary
inner product h; i
0




of the left regular action of G,
we can dene a left invariant Riemannian structure on the tangent subbundle N
g
for all
g 2 G. This structure will be denoted by (; )
N
. It is not dicult to check that (; )
N
e








in order to construct one
3
making  a Riemannian submersion. Dene on T
e
G for X;Y 2 T
e
G



































inner product is clearly Ad(H){invariant and can be expanded by applying dl
g
G{left and
H{right invariantly on all T
g
G. From formulas (3) and (4) it follows immediately that all
d
g



























G being the horizontal lifts of X;Y 2 T
p
M . This means that  is a
Riemannian submersion.
3 Actions of the projection 
In this section we will x the algebraic notation and establish some auxiliary results con-
cerning convolutions on symmetric spaces. We adopt Schwartz's notation E(M) for the
space C
1
(M) of smooth functions on M and D(M) for smooth compactly supported func-
tions.










 2 E(M). The restriction of 
g
on D(M) gives a representation of G in D(M), the space
of test functions on M . Let T 2 D
0










where < ;  > here stands for the duality relation between spaces D
0





(M) gives the left regular representation of G in E
0
(M), the space of
compactly supported distributions on M .
In the same way one denes the left regular representation of G in the space D
0
(G)
of distributions on G, starting with  2 E(G) as above. The right regular representation
R of G in D
0







), g; k 2 G,  2 D(G) and
< R
g
T;  >=< T;R
g
 1
 > for T 2 D
0
(G).
Let T 2 D
0
(M) be H{invariant: 
h
T = T for all h 2 H. The space of all such









Note, that M has no group structure in general, when H is not a normal subgroup of G.
Let x = l
g








T . One readily checks that this denition
is independent of the choice of a representative of the equivalence class x = (g).




(M) induce action 
x









, which will be also denoted by 
x
.







(f  )(g)dg; (5)
4
where dg is Haar measure on G. It turns out that any other invariant measure on M
is proportional to dx, the Riemannian measure in particular, cf.[2, Thm.1.9,p.90 and Re-
mark,p.93]. Note also, that we can make no dierence between left and right Haar mea-
sures, G being semisimple, hence unimodular.
One of our next goals is to dene convolution on M and x all the relative notation.
The convolution of two distributions T; S 2 D
0
(G), one of which is compactly supported,
can be dened by
< T  S;  >=< T  S; >;
where  2 D(G), (x; y) = (xy) and T  S stands for the tensor product of T and S.
However, the following, more practical denition, will be also useful. Let ; 2 C(G),
one of them compactly supported. Then by the convolution of  and  we mean function











where dk is Haar measure on G. For  2 D(G) dene






for T 2 E
0
(G) the mapping !   T , dened by
<   T; >=< T;

   >;  2 D(G) (7)
is an endomorphism of D(G). Now, for S 2 D
0
(G) and T 2 E
0
(G) we dene





T is dened by <

T;  >=< T;

 >.
We will need a "at" mapping described in the following simple Lemma, a proof of
which is left to the reader.
Lemma 1 Let  2 C
c
(G) be a continuous compactly supported function on G. Then for
x = (g) the function 
[







where dh is the normalized Haar measure on H. The function 
[
is continuous and com-




(M). Moreover, mapping ! 
[






Corollary 1 The mapping ! 
[
, restricted to D(G) is a linear surjective mapping from
D(G) to D(M). The transpose of this restriction is then correctly dened by
< T
]
;  >=< T; 
[
>; (9)
where T 2 D
0















S = S for all h 2 H if and only if there exists
T 2 D
0
(M), such that S = T
]
.
For the proof one shows rst that the assertion holds for continuous functions and then an
application of Banach{Steinhaus theorem together with standard density argument yields
the result for distributions. The details are left to the reader.
Now we are ready to dene convolution of distributions on M . Let T; S 2 D
0
(M), one










compactly supported. Because of
Lemma 2, S
]




too. By Lemma 2 there exists
U 2 D
0






. We will call U to be the convolution of T and S.








The following simple fact will be useful in the sequel.
Lemma 3 Let T 2 D
0
(M). Then T  
p
= T , where 
p
stands for the probability density
on M , concentrated at p (delta function at p).





is Haar measure on H and one readily checks that it
follows from the denitions that for every S 2 D
0
(G), S  
H
= S.










dg for 1  q < 1.
This means, that f 2 L
q
(M) if and only if f   2 L
q
(G). Combination of this with
Corollary 1 yields that f
]
= f   and f 2 L
q
loc





(G). For q =1
obviously f 2 L
1





One has the following property, which in fact holds for general locally compact groups
(cf.[4]).
Lemma 4 One can generalize a notion of the convolution for functions in L
p
spaces and
the following holds. Let  2 L
p











, 1  p; q; r  1.
Then the convolution    2 L
r






. If p =1; q = 1, then the
convolution    is a bounded continuous function.
The following simple relation will be also needed.
Lemma 5 Let Y be a horizontal lift of a vector eld X on M and let T 2 D
0
(M) be a
distribution on M . Then Y (T
]
) = (XT )
]
.
If f 2 E(M) is a smooth function, then f
]
= f  , and
Y (f
]
) = Y (f  ) = (d(Y )f)   = (Xf)   = (Xf)
]
:





4 Invariant fundamental solutions
In this section we will construct invariant fundamental solutions of the Laplacian and inves-
tigate some of their properties. Note rstly, that the Laplace{Beltrami operator commutes
with the group action 
g
, which is an isometry due to the invariance of the Riemannian
structure on M (cf.[2, Ch.II,x2,Prop.2.4]).








. Then there also exists an H{invariant
fundamental solution, namely K 2 D
0











. For h 2 H, K
h











































. In particular this means that K 6 0. Clearly
K is H{invariant, dh being Haar measure.
Lemma 7 There exist  2 D(M) such that   0,
R
M
dx = 1 and 
h
 =  for all h 2 H.
Moreover,  can be chosen such that (x) = 1 for all x in some neighborhood of p.
Proof Take 
0













Let us verify now that  satises the desired conditions. Dierentiation under integral
sign implies smoothness of . Let us show that  is compactly supported. Now, for


















. The latter set is compact being
an image of the compact set H  supp
0
under continuous mapping (h; x) ! l
h
x. This




is compact. Therefore,  2 D(M). Clearly   0 and it














In particular it implies  6 0.
Now we will show that there exist  satisfying the properties above and a neighborhood
of p, where   1. Suppose 
0
(x) = 1 for x 2 B(p; ), the ball centered at p with radius .







(x) = 1 for all x 2 B(p; ) and h 2 H. The denition of  implies
(x) = 1. This completes the proof.





where B(p; ) = fx 2M : d(x; p) < g, then supp  B(p; ).
We will need the following observation.
7




be as in Lemma 6 and let  2 D(M)
H
be as in Lemma 7.
Then the following holds:

p
= (K) + ; (11)
where  2 D(M)
H
is smooth, compactly supported and H{invariant.
Proof Take  = 
p
  (K). We will show that such  satises the conditions in the
Lemma. Function K is smooth outside p. In fact,  is smooth everywhere and K is
smooth outside p as a fundamental solution of an elliptic operator, 
p
being smooth out-
side p. In a small neighborhood of p, K = K,  being 1 in U
p
of Lemma 7 and, therefore,
 = 0. This proves that  2 E(M). It is also compactly supported being a dierence
of two compactly supported distributions. Clearly  is H{invariant. In fact, it is su-









K) = (K). This proves the Lemma.
5 Proof
In this section we will give a proof of Theorem 1. Let u be as in Theorem 1: u;u 2 L
p
(M).
We will obtain a convolutive representation of u and then lift its derivative with respect to
a (not necessarily invariant) vector eld X to the group. Then, using the constructed in
Section 1 Riemannian structure on G we will descent the problem back to M and reduce
it to the integrability properties of a fundamental solution K. The latter can be expressed
in terms of Neumann function on T
p
M . We will establish also some auxiliary analiticity
facts for Bessel functions.
A composition of Lemma 3 and (11) of Lemma 8 yields
u = u  
p
= u (K) + u  : (12)
For a representation  of G in D
0
(M),  : G ! GL(D
0
(M)), we have its dierential
d mapping d : g ! End(D
0
(M)), where g denotes Lie algebra of G. By the universal
property it uniquely extends to the universal enveloping algebra U . This extension we
will also denote by d : U ! End(D
0
(M)). Recall, that U = D(G) is isomorphic to the
algebra of left invariant dierential operators on G and is generated by Lie algebra g. The
Laplace-Beltrami operator is the image of the Casimir operator ! on G:  = d (!) and
! belongs to the center of U .


















Now !, being bi-invariant, commutes with left and right actions of G and, therefore, with




















Let X 2 ,
1
(TM) be a smooth bounded vector eld on M . For the simplicity we
assume that X is bounded by one: jjX
x
jj  1. Let Y denote the horizontal lift of X.

















In Section 1 the Riemannian structure on G was chosen such that  is a Riemannian




jj, where jj  jj are norms corresponding to the
Riemannian structures on G and M respectively. In particular, jjY
g
jj  1.
We will show now that the vector eld Y is smooth. Let X
1
; : : : ;X
n
be the derivatives




; : : : ; x
n
) at p, n = dimM . They constitute an
orthonormal basis of the tangent space T
p
M if the coordinate paths are orthogonal. Other-
wise we could take X
1




; : : : ; x
n
the corresponding Riemannian
coordinates at p. Let (g
1
; : : : ; g
N
), N = dimG, be a chart U
0





















; i = 1; : : : ; n, constitute a basis
for N
g
























) = 0 and, therefore, all
a
i
= 0. At the same time the dimension of N
g





M , x = (g).
The projection  is a submersion, this implies that the rang of the Jacobian matrix
is equal to n. Without any loss of generality we will assume that the corresponding
coordinates on G are (g
1











6= 0. It follows from the implicit







; : : : ; g
N





and smoothly solvable with respect to g
1
; : : : ; g
n
. Neighborhoods U and V can be taken
contained in the charts U
0
of e and V
0
of p respectively. This implies that for a coordinate
















. Then in the










M for g in U , x = (g) 2 V . Let f 2 C
1















; : : : ; z
N
) is smooth. Therefore, Z
i
are smooth vector
elds in U , i = 1; : : : ; n. Moreover, d being the identity on N
g
, implies that Y (z
1
; : : : ; z
n
)















; : : : ; x
n
). X being smooth implies smoothness of Y as a smooth combination of
smooth vector elds Z
1





; : : : ; Y
N



















as an orthonormal basis of N
e
and



















). Vector eld Y can be decomposed with respect to the
basis Y
1
; : : : ; Y
n































are values at g of the left invariant vector elds Y
i
. Note,





and the fact that Y
1;g
; : : : ; Y
n;g
constitute a basis for a linear space N
g
.
It also has a global character and functions a
1
; : : : ; a
n
are smooth due to the smoothness
of Y and Y
1
; : : : ; Y
n
.
















. In particular, ja
i
(g)j  1 for all g 2 G.
Now we dierentiate u
]
with respect to the basis vector elds Y
i
and (13) together with
























2 D(G)  L
1
(G). We want to make use of Lemma 4 and our next goal
will be to establish the integrability of Y
i
(K).
Lemma 9 For i = 1; : : : ; n the derivative of (K)
]










ProofWewill use the Corollary from Lemma 7 stating that  can be chosen with arbitrarily
small support. Balls B(p; ) form a fundamental system of neighborhoods on M at p, it
follows that if we take  supported in B(p; )  V , the coordinate notations above apply.
The vector eld Y
i
locally denes a rst order dierential operator annihilating con-
stants, this means that in terms of Z
j















(U). They are bounded and this implies that it is sucient to






















on G, and, therefore, the integrability of X
j
(K)
on M . Note, that in our coordinate notation the distributional support suppX
j
(K)  V .
It is sucient to show the integrability only in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of p, the
distribution K being a smooth function outside the origin p.
Let Exp denote the exponential mapping for M , Exp : T
p
M ! M . This Exp is a
dieomorphism ([3, p.567]), and in a neighborhood of zero in T
p
M the Jacobians of Exp
and Exp
 1










We will use a special form of a fundamental solution of the Laplace{Beltrami operator.
Such fundamental solution is not unique, thus we have some freedom with which K
0
in
Lemma 6 to start. Distribution K
0
, which we intend to use, will be of the form of distribu-
tion Q in [3, Theorem 5.4, p.582]. Dierentiation under the integral sign yields that it is















 Exp can be





















for noninteger . For  = p an integer, N
p








In our case  =
n
2









is the j-th component of X.
We will need the following Lemma.
Lemma 10 Let J




















k!,( + k + 1)
: (17)
Let  2 R satisfy  >
1
2




(r) allows an extension to the entire analytic
function, say (z), satisfying
j(z)j  Ce
4jIm zj
; z 2 C;







































F(f)(r), where F 2 L(L
2
(R)) stands for the Fourier transform in L
2





(r) is a Fourier image of a (continuous) compactly supported L
2
function, there-
fore, by Paley-Wiener theorem, it allows the desired extension, satisfying the estimate of
our Lemma. The Lemma is proved.













as a function of r = jXj has the only singularity at 0, thus a local integrability
automatically holds outside zero.
Derivative of Q
0












































. In a small




is a bounded function. In particular, this means for







, implying the local integrability of I.
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The derivative of Bessel function J

































(jXj)) and can be treated in the same way as




) and from the denition of the Bessel
functions (17) it follows that this is jXj
 n+1
O(1), which has locally integrable singularity
at zero. This implies integrability of II, nishing the proof for odd n.




















































































with some constant  ( =  ,
0
(1)). It is sucient to show the integrability at zero of




; r = jXj as in the case of odd n. We will treat (I); (II); (III); (IV ) consequently. The















and in view of (18) we have
(I)
0
































and the rst term is continuous for p > 0 by Lemma 10,
meanwhile the second term is integrable in R
n









































locally integrable for p  1 in R
n
; n  4. It



















) and the last term is bounded at






Now we turn to (II). This is a rational function of r, its derivative at zero is O(r
 (p+1)
).




The expression (III) is a polynomial, its derivative is bounded, hence locally integrable.
The last term in (19), (IV ), is r
p
times an analytic function of r, it can be dierentiated
12
termwise and is continuous in some neighborhood of zero. Thus, Lemma is proved now for
all n.




. We will use Lemma 4 together with formula

















































, where norms at the
left hand side of the equalities are the norms in L
p
(G) and norms at the right hand side
are the norms in L
p



























in view of ja
i




































Thus, we established the estimate (1) of Theorem 1. We will argue now the continuity of




















, implying the continuity of Y u
]




is continuous. Recall nally, that M is equipped with quotient topology, i.e. strongest
topology, for which  is a continuous function. This implies the continuity of Xu on M .
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